Before you begin, the carry bag should include one cot and two end rails.

Please note that your cot is intentionally very tight fitting and is comprised of durable material. The material will stretch over time, making the cot easier to set up with use.

**Step by Step Setting up Your Outfitter™ XL Cot**

1. Inspect the area and make sure it is clear of any obstructions, rocks, or sharp objects.

2. Remove the cot and two end rails from the carry bag. Begin by rotating each of the two end leg assemblies 180° degrees so that all legs are on the bottom side of the cot (Figures 1-3).

3. With the cot resting on its leg assemblies, press down on the side rails to open the cot to its sleeping position (Figure 4).

4. Before proceeding further, visually check to see that the leg assemblies are correctly aligned underneath the cot. Also confirm that the cot fabric is stretched tight throughout. Make any necessary adjustments.

5. Slide the two end rails through the cloth channels located on each end of the cot. Position the end rails with the two cut-out slots facing down and towards the cot (Figure 5-6).

6. Secure the end rails to the cot in the A-B-C-D diagonal sequence as shown in Figure 7. Due to the tightness of the fabric, securing the end rails to the cot in this diagonal sequence is easier. Even so, inserting corner D will be particularly difficult. To insert the end rail to the last pin in corner D, firmly grasp the end leg assembly as you pull on the end rail and insert the pin into the cut-out slot (Figure 8). You may also want to place a knee against the leg assembly for added leverage. The sleeping surface should now be tight.

7. You may notice bowing in the middle of the cot. This is normal and caused by the extreme tightness of the fabric. Your body weight will eliminate the bowing as soon as you lie down.

8. To take down your cot, simply reverse the set-up process.

9. Your Cabela's Outfitter™ cot was built with extra strength and durability in mind. As with all cots and camping equipment, care should be used when lying on the cot. First sit down in the center of the cot, then bring your legs up and lie down. This method distributes weight more evenly on the cot frame and legs. Please do not sit directly on the frame.
**Cot Specifications**

| Model | Outfitter™ XL Cot | Item # | 500087 | Size | 85" x 40" x 21" | Folded Size | 42" x 12" x 9" | Color | Black | Frame | Aluminum | Legs | Steel | Weight | 26.5 lbs |

**Cot Features**
- Extra large size - 85" x 40" x 21" - Reinforced legs for strength and long life - Rubber leg bushings absorb shock and add support
- Durable, extra thick fabric - Nylon carry bag

**Cot Care**

Cots can accumulate moisture during camping. Upon returning from your outing, remove the cot from the carry bag and set it up to air out completely. Sweep off all debris or wipe with a damp sponge. If your cot is really dirty, lightly agitate by hand with a small amount of mild detergent. Rinse with clean water and then air dry completely. Fold neatly and store in a cool dry place. Do not store in high heat or direct sunlight as prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays can break down the coatings and fibers of the fabric.

**Warranty**

We design our cots with the best possible quality, materials, and functionality. We guarantee our products, to the original owner, against any defects in materials or workmanship. Proof of purchase is required. Upon receipt of a valid claim for such defects, we will repair or replace the item at our option. Misuse, accident, normal wear and tear, or UV degradation is not covered.
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